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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents to investigate coupler structure for 13.56 MHz capacitive 

wireless power transfer (CWPT). This charging pad consists of a pair of power-transfer 

coupling plates, a metal sheet at the base that reduces the impact of nearby dissipative 

materials, and a dielectric layer in between. The impact of these structural components' 

dimensions on the system's performance is investigated, and tradeoffs between various 

options are examined. The design is supported by theoretical analysis and simulations, and 

a prototype 13.56-MHz 12- cm air-gap 500-W capacitive WPT system that uses these 

charging pads for power transfer has been experimentally tested. Fabrication process for 

PCB board will be conducted with the required components for the design process. The value 

of each components are estimated with solving equation part according to the requirement 

of the simulation circuit. Implementation in using software LTspice as common software in 

this project to get the output graph as expected results.  The simulation circuit for the data 

components are defined from measured values with the NanoVNA. Experimental setup that 

involves voltage input sine wave at 13.56 MHz to test the functionality to transfer voltage 

from input to output.  
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ABSTRAK 

Kertas kerja ini membentangkan untuk menyiasat struktur pengganding untuk 

pemindahan kuasa tanpa wayar kapasitif (CWPT) 13.56 MHz. Pad pengecas ini terdiri 

daripada sepasang plat gandingan pemindahan kuasa, kepingan logam di pangkalan yang 

mengurangkan kesan bahan pelesapan berdekatan dan lapisan dielektrik di antaranya. Kesan 

dimensi komponen struktur ini terhadap prestasi sistem telah disiasat, dan pertukaran antara 

pelbagai pilihan juga diperiksa. Reka bentuk ini disokong oleh analisis dan simulasi teori, 

dan prototaip 13.56-MHz 12-sm sistem WPT kapasitif 500-W jurang udara yang 

menggunakan pad pengecas ini untuk pemindahan kuasa telah diuji secara eksperimen yang 

dijalankan. Proses fabrikasi untuk papan PCB akan dijalankan dengan komponen yang 

diperlukan untuk proses reka bentuk. Nilai setiap komponen dianggarkan dengan 

menyelesaikan bahagian persamaan mengikut keperluan litar simulasi. Pelaksanaan dalam 

menggunakan perisian LTspice sebagai perisian biasa dalam projek ini untuk mendapatkan 

graf output seperti hasil yang diharapkan. Litar simulasi untuk komponen data ditakrifkan 

daripada nilai yang diukur dengan NanoVNA. Persediaan eksperimen yang melibatkan 

gelombang sinus input voltan pada 13.56 MHz untuk menguji kefungsian untuk 

memindahkan voltan daripada hasil masukan ‘input’ ke hasil pengeluaran ‘output’. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Capacitive Wireless Power Transfer (CWPT) means of delivering electricity 

between circuits without the need of wires. Inductive Power Transfer (IPT), which was 

developed over two decades ago, is the most well-known and fully investigated technique. 

The IPT technology, on the other hand, has significant disadvantages. From the current 

topology, high power factor can be overcome by high common mode source impedance in 

the system.  

 

The operating frequency of inductive systems is further constrained by ferrites 

losses of large high frequency, which limits their size reduction potential. Capacitive WPT 

systems are less expensive, smaller, and simpler to install in the roadway. Because ferrites 

are not present, lowering the size and boosting the efficiency may operate at high frequency 

without incurring significant losses in the system.  

 

This study shows how to make capacitive WPT device charging pads in an 

innovative way. In power transmission, this charging pad is made up of two coupling plates. 

In example, the metal sheet is on the bottom to reduce the dissipative materials impact. A 

large airgap was described in a high-performance of capacitive wireless power transfer 

(WPT) for charging EV in this research. By using appropriately built inductor 2 with a 
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coupling lower capacitor matching network, as well as a high switching frequency at 13.56 

MHz and a high switching efficiency.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

The issue of radio frequency (RF) exposure and wireless power transmission has 

risen at relevance as on number of consumer electronic gadgets grows. Finally, wireless 

charging provides near field coupling magnetic and energy transfer of far field RF was 

entirely safe. The RF exposure standards for these goods must be followed in your area. 

Used of the electromagnetic frequency and wireless power transfer will limit the quantity of 

power that sent safely.  

 

Even though, the wireless power transfer idea has been successfully explored and 

used in industrial applications, it is still in its early stages in the transportation sector. 

Another severe issue with the existing electric vehicle plug-in cable is the risk of 

electrocution if the cable system is destroyed. Wireless charging may escape this calamity 

since it doesn't need any cables or connections and the energy is provided 

electromagnetically.  

 

The disadvantages of wireless power transmission systems include high initial 

construction costs, the avoidance of air ionisation, distance constraints, the necessity for a 

high-frequency supply, and field strength should be kept to a minimum. The effectiveness 

of the CPT system has been seen to decrease as the coupling gap lengths increase. 

Furthermore, high efficiency can be achieved only when the coupling gap is 3 closed. To 

decrease the capacitance shift caused by the flatness flaw, the connecting plates must also 

be secured together.  
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1.3 Project Objective 

This chapter contains a detailed overview of project objectives: 

 To apply coupler structure for 13.56 MHz capacitive wireless power transfer 

(CWPT) using LTspice simulation circuit for charging system. 

 To implement 13.56 MHz capacitive wireless power transfer (CWPT) 

coupler structure using metal plate. 

 To evaluate the performance on matching impedance of 13.56 MHz 

capacitive wireless power transfer (CWPT) using experimental setup. 

 

1.4 Scope of Project 

The following are the details of the project' scope: 

a) This research focused on a 13.56 MHz high-performance capacitive wireless power 

transfer (CWPT) system. 

b) For modelling and the simulation process of this project using LTspice. 

c) Capacitance coupler and inductor construction to complete capacitance coupler 

structure model. 

d) Experimental setup that involves voltage input sine wave at 13.56 MHz to test the 

functionality to transfer voltage from input to output. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

An overview is provided in this chapter for project as well as key details that will 

help you completely comprehend how it works. It also compares Capacitive Wireless Power 

Transfer (CWPT) couplers for charging systems at 1 MHz, 6.78 MHz, or 13.56 MHz. 

Research linked with the project was the emphasis of this chapter. 

2.2 Research and Concept of Previous Project 

2.2.1 A Large Air-Gap Multi-MHz Capacitive Wireless Power Transfer System 

Using Compact Charging Pads 

This journal provides a unique description of a huge airgap multi MHz system of 

capacitive WPT with charging pads for small devices. Dissipative substances nearby have 

an influence and dielectric layer in between of the charging pad is made up of a pair of 

transmission power at coupling plates to reduce the metal sheet. WPT systems have the 

potential to boost EV adoption by enables stationary, semi dynamic, or dynamic charging, 

may help to cost-cutting, time of charging, and range limit [1]. Electric was transfer from 

the roadway to vehicle, either electric fields between capacitively connected plates or 

magnetic flux between coupled coils. Ferrites, which are pricy, thick, and fragile, are 

required for flux steering in inductive WPT systems (and hence difficult to implant in the 

highway). Massive high-frequency ferrites losses further restrict the frequency of operation 

in inductive systems, limiting their size reduction potential. Capacitive WPT systems should 

not need ferrites on either side, making them cost-effective, not heavy,  and easy to install 
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on the road. Because ferrites aren't present, these systems may operate at high frequency 

with incurring significant loss, reducing the size and perhaps enhancing the efficiency.  

 

Figure 2.1 has shown the system of capacitive WPT in EV charging construction 

The clearance of an electric vehicle on the ground has separate the coupling plates for this 

approach. 

 

Figure 2.1 WPT system using single stage L-section networks that match. 

An inverter is used to convert dc voltage into higher frequency ac voltage, which is 

step up the system from L-section networks that match. Because of the higher voltage 

between the plates for coupling at side of the roadway, higher amounts of power may be 

transmitted through the airgap with minimum displacement current, resulting in modest 

fringing fields. The networks that match for vehicle side steps up the current displacement 

to the required level EV battery charging. By making the inverter's impedance resistive, the 

networks that match completely compensate in the reactance of capacitive couplers, 

decreasing circulating currents and lowering circulating currents. For this system, the 

charging process was used by the parasitic capacitances to construct the network 

capacitances that match in improving the reliability and efficiency. 


